
Lever Plate - Standard Edge Profile & Detail

• Some edge details are not available with all profiles.
• Some edge details are not suited to bright chrome/nickel.

Profile Options

P1 P4P2 P5P3

R5

Standard pricing applied to these edge details  
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  (min. plate width is 32mm)   (min.plate width is 38mm)

A - Square edge B - Line - 2mm edge / corner rad. C - Face chamfer 

E - Edge bevelD - Regent edge 
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(min. plate width is 32mm)

(min. plate width is 32mm) (min. plate width is 32mm)

Compatible with all profiles Compatible with all profiles Compatible with all profiles

Compatible with P1 only. Compatible with P1 - P4

To order:  

Step 1:  Specify the outside edge profile, this determines the outside shape of the plate you require, P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5.

Step 2:  Specify the edge detail, A, B, C, D and E.

(Note: Line B1 and Regent D1 are applied to the P1 profile)

 Ordering example: P1-A.



V1 V2 V3

V4 V5
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Lever Plates - Variable Edge Detail (VED)

• Some edge details are not available with all profiles, check available ‘P’ options.
• Some edge details are not suited to bright chrome/nickel.

Profile Options - (P)

1.2

P1 P2-A P4P2 P5P3

R5 R2

To order:  

Step 1:  Specify the outside profile, this determines the outside shape of the plate you require. Check the compatability of the profile

            to your preferred variable edge detail, P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5.

Step 2:  Specify the ‘VED’ profile (this covers the edge detail only).

            Ordering example: P1-V1

*X 0.75

* ‘X’ is determined by the plate size.
Groove is 1mm wide. 
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• Variable Edge Details require a minimum plate width of 38mm and in some cases 44mm minimum.

V6

6 4

(min. plate width is 38mm)

Compatible with P1 - P4

(min. plate width is 38mm)

Compatible with P1 - P4

(min. plate width is 38mm)

Compatible with P1 - P4

(min. plate width is 38mm)

Compatible with P1 - P4

(min. plate width is 44mm)

Compatible with P1 - P4

(min. plate width is 44mm)

Compatible with P1 - P4

Step 2:  

These are custom made against order - (Surcharges apply to these options.)  
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